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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the ** RUTO transport device which detects the rate of ** RUTO and

controls a ** RUTO rate especially about the ** RUTO transport device used in image formation equipment etc.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] For example, each color image of Y(yellow) M(Magenta) C(cyanogen) K (black) is

formed on a photo conductor one by one, and he piles up each color image ofYMCK and is trying to obtain a color

picture in a color electrophotography airline printer on the belt by which a rotation drive is carried out by the image

support as a middle imprint object, for example, a motor. In order to realize a clear image without a color gap or

concentration unevenness, in the image formation equipment which piles up each color image on such a belt, and

obtains a color picture, it is necessary to reduce the velocity turbulence on the front face of a belt as much as possible,

and to realize homogeneity pan-head RUTO conveyance.

[0003] However, as shown in drawing 1

1

(a), even if it maintains in fact the drive rate Vm of the motor which carries

out the rotation drive of the belt at the fixed predetermined rate Vo, as shown in drawing 1

1

(b), in the belt surface

velocity Vb, the velocity turbulence of various frequencies will arise for the drive roll of a belt, the eccentricity of a

moderation machine, and other reasons. The velocity turbulence of the comparatively short period TB resulting from a

certain moderation machine in two or more moderation machines which intervene between the velocity turbulence of

the comparatively long period TA resulting from the eccentricity of the drive roll of a belt, and a motor and a drive roll

is compounded, and drawing 1

1

(b) shows the condition. Therefore, in order to reduce fluctuation of the belt surface

velocity Vb and to realize a clear image, it is necessary to give speed control which detects a hair side of belt side rate,

and is made into these homogeneity to a driving source on real time.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] Conventionally, an encoder is attached in the shaft of the roll which takes

with a belt and turns as a means to detect the surface velocity of ** RUTO, the angular velocity omega of this roll is

measured, and the approach of computing the rate of a belt is learned (for example, reference, such as JP,4-172376,A

and JP,4-234064,A).

[0005] However, since it is a method which computes a hair side of belt side rate indirectly from the angular velocity of

an encoder, this method cannot detect an exact hair side of belt side rate, when eccentricity is in the case where a slip

arises between a belt and a roll, or a roll.

[0006] On the other hand, the method of finding the belt rate v is learned by operation like v=L/t based on the time

amount t required in order that ** RUTO may move distance L by considering as the approach of detecting a hair side

of belt side rate directly, and detecting passage of the mark printed by constant pitch L on ** RUTO by the sensor

(refer to JP,6- 130871,A).

[0007] Since this method is the approach of detecting directly the passing speed on the front face of a belt in which an

image is formed, when the precision of a detection method is high, distance cannot produce it easily between actual belt

surface velocity and a detection result. However, since random variation deltaL exists in the pitch of the mark on a belt

in fact, the detection error by the variation will be included in the measured belt rate V. That is, it is set to V=
(L+deltaL)/t.

[0008] Furthermore, it is asking for the belt surface velocity v by the operation of V=D/t by measuring the time amount

http://www4.ipdl.inpit.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje 10/27/2007
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t which JP,6-67480,A took in order that a magnetic member might be prepared in a belt edge, the mark recorded on the

belt by the recording head might be read by the playback head and a mark might pass the distance D between [ oftwo ]

heads.

[0009] If it is this method, the random detection error by the pitch error of a mark will not be produced. However, since

the distance D of a record head and a playback head surely contains tolerance deltaD on manufacture, a fixed

measurement error is included in the detection result V after all. That is, it is set to V=(D+delta D)/t Moreover, since

each head is a method in contact with a belt, there is a possibility of also affecting the life of a belt and meandering of a

belt.

[0010] As stated above, there was no means which it is accurate and can measure a hair side of belt side rate by non-

contact conventionally.

[001 1] Then, this invention makes it a technical problem to offer the ** RUTO transport device which it is accurate and

can measure a hair side of belt side rate by non-contact.

[0012]

[Means for Solving the Problem] As shown in drawing 1 , the rolls 1 and 2 of a pair are gone around and ** RUTO 3

which supports a form or a toner image is rolled. As shown in this belt 3 at drawing 2 , the timing mark 4 which has the

shade stripes of constant pitch mostly over the non-image section perimeter of a surface edge is printed beforehand.

Moreover, two sensors 5A and 5B of a photoelectrical mold are shifted and formed in the location which countered the

timing mark 4 of ** RUTO 3 in the conveyance direction (an arrow head shows) of ** RUTO 3. Passage of the timing

mark 4 on a belt 3 is detected by these two sensors 5A and 5B. From two sensors 5A and 5B, a wave as shown in

drawing 3 is the same, and the signal with which only the time amount corresponding to the pitch D of the sensors 5A
and 5B whose phases are two shifted is outputted. As shown in drawing 4 , the output of two sensors 5A and 5B is

supplied to the operation part 7 of a control circuit 6, and the difference of the time amount as which the same mark

was detected by each sensors 5A and 5B calculates it. That is, the time amount required in order that a certain mark

might pass the sensor pitch D which is the fixed section calculates. And based on the time amount found by this

operation, the drive motor (not shown) which carries out the rotation drive of the roll 1 of a belt 3 or 2 by the control

section 8 is controlled.

[0013] In the above-mentioned configuration, since the time amount to which one mark in a timing mark 4 passes

through the predetermined section is measured, the detection error by random variation existing in the pitch of a mark

which is looked at by JP,6- 130871,A illustrated as a conventional technique does not arise.

[0014] Moreover, since not a magnetic head that is indicated by JP,6-67480,A but the photoelectricity-sensor is used, it

is non-contact and to do effect neither at the life of a belt nor transit, low cost, and space-saving-ization can also be

expected to a belt. However, if rate detection is computed as V=D/t based on the above-mentioned result (i.e., if the

pitch D between sensors is used as criteria of rate detection), the cure must be taken into consideration when the error

ofD is large. About several% of error's actually existing in the distance of the predetermined section D surely on

manufacture and the difference of the detection property of sensor each are considered to bring about the error

produced on manufacture after all, and the same error. Therefore, when rate detection is performed on the basis of the

distance D between sensors, a detection result will become the value which actually stated and included the error about

several% on the whole to the RUTO rate.

[0015] Then, this invention does not make rate detection V=D/t, but the following approach is used for it.

[0016] That is, the same mark explained previously performs desirably measurement of the difference of the time

amount detected by each sensor over the period of the integral multiple of the rotation period of a drive roll between

place commuter's tickets, and the average tave of pass time deltatn is calculated by the bottom type.

[0017]

The bearer rate on the front face of a belt is detected by comparing with said average tave time amount deltatn which

each mark passes after tave= (deltatl+deltat2+deltat3+ +deltatN) / N average tave decision. And the drive motor

(not shown) which carries out the rotation drive of the rolls 1 or 2 of a belt 3 by the control section 8 is controlled so

that this detection bearer rate becomes fixed.

[0018] This invention is made into the criteria for rate detection of the average tave of pass time deltatn of the same

mark as mentioned above. That is, the predetermined rate made into criteria in order to perform rate detection is made

into mean velocity when ** RUTO is conveyed over the time amount for drive roll integer rotation, the mean velocity

of ** RUTO over the time amount for drive roll integer rotation in this - the rotational speed of a driving source -
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almost equal farther - the rotational speed of a driving source several commas of a predetermined rate -- based

on recognition of being stopped by fluctuation within %, the above-mentioned mean velocity includes only the error of

0.. several percent from a predetermined rate. Therefore, the average tave serves as the criteria that precision is very

high, and the bearer rate of a belt 3 serves as a stable fixed value by controlling the rotational speed of a drive motor /

(not shown) based on these criteria.
^

[0019]

[Embodiment of the Invention]

[Example 1] drawing 5 is the outline sectional view of the color copying machine which used the color picture

formation equipment which used the middle imprint belt, and shows the example which applied this invention about

rate detection of this middle imprint belt.

[0020] The color copying machine 9 is equipped with the image reader 10 which reads the image of a manuscript and is

changed into a picture signal, and the image output unit 1 1 which forms an image on a form based on the picture signal

from the image reader 10.

[0021] The light from the exposure lamp 14 is irradiated in the image reader 10 by the manuscript 13 laid on platen

glass 12. It is reflected by Mirrors 15a, 15b, and 15c, and image formation of the reflected light from a manuscript 13 is

carried out to the image pick-up side of image sensors 17 with a lens 16. The exposure lamp 14 and Mirrors 15a, 15b,

and 15c move along the field of platen glass 12, and scan the image side of a manuscript 13, and the picture signal

according to the image of a manuscript 13 is outputted from image sensors 17.

[0022] In the image output unit 11, sequential arrangement of the image write-in equipment 20 and the yellow (Y)

which make the perimeter of the drum-like photo conductor 18 expose a photo conductor 19 with the electrification

machine 19 and laser, a Magenta (M), cyanogen (C), the development counter 21 of the rotary mold which performs

sequential development by four black (K) colors, the imprint machine 22, and the cleaner 23 grade is carried out.

[0023] In the front face of a photo conductor 18, sequential formation of the yellow corresponding to the image of a

manuscript, a Magenta, cyanogen, and the black toner image is carried out by the well-known color electrophotography

process.

[0024] Moreover, a photo conductor 19 is adjoined and middle imprint equipment 24 is arranged. This middle imprint

equipment 24 is equipped with the middle imprint belt 28 which was being wound around three rolls 25, 26, and 27

arranged at 3 corniform, and these rolls 25, 26, and 27, the cleaner 29, and the rate detection sensor 30 grade. In

addition, a roll 25 is a drive roll and a rotation drive is carried out with the drive motor which is not illustrated. The

toner image of each color by which sequential formation was carried out is imprinted in piles by the location where the

front face of the middle imprint belt 28 is the same, and a full color toner image is formed in the front face of a photo

conductor 18.

[0025] The rate detection sensor 30 is equipped with two sensors by which only distance D has been shifted and

arranged in the same conveyance direction of ** RUTO as the sensors 5A and 5B shown in drawing 1 . In addition,

what is necessary is to detach the distance which is extent to which a mutual sensor does not interfere in two sensors

5A and 5B perpendicularly with the conveyance direction of a belt 28, and just to arrange, as it is shown in drawing 6 ,

when two sensors need to make pitch U of a mark smaller than the distance which can be arranged on the same straight

line of the conveyance direction of ** RUTO in order to improve the frequency response of measurement. Moreover,

the mark on a belt is mostly printed beforehand by the non-image area of middle imprint belt 28 edge by constant pitch

V over the perimeter.

[0026] The form 32 in the medium tray 31 arranged under the image output unit 1 1 is sent out in the direction of

middle imprint equipment 24 with the feed roll 33, passes through between a roll 26 and transfer rollers 34, the full

color toner image of the front face of the middle imprint belt 28 is imprinted, and it passes a fixing assembly 35 further,

and is discharged out of equipment.

[0027] Next, the approach of rate detection is shown based on the flow chart of drawing.1 .

[0028] The counter which counts the number of marks on the belt first detected as a job start signal being inputted now

is reset (step 102). (step 101) (n= 0) In addition, this counter shall be contained in the operation part 7 shown in

drawing 4 . Then, by what the drive motor (not shown) of a belt 28 is started for (step 103), since conveyance of a belt

28 starts, Sensors 5A and 5B begin to output a wave as shown in drawing 3 . Based on this wave, operation part 7

calculates the difference of the time of day when two sensors 5A and 5B detected a certain same mark. That is, time

amount deltatn required in order that the n-th mark might pass the distance D between [ of two ] sensor 5A and 5B is
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calculated, incrementing the counted value of a mark (step 105). (step 104) In this example, although the standup of a

signal is used, of course, the signal of falling may be used.

[0029] And sequential addition is carried out until the number of counts of a mark turns into a predetermined number N
(step 107), and the Nth mark detection termination (step 108) and coincidence are asked for the average tave (step 109).

Here, time amount until the number of counts of a mark is set to N is almost equal to the time amount of the integral

multiple (m times) of the rotation period of a drive roll. Therefore, the predetermined rate of this system turns into a

belt, mean velocity when time amount conveyance of [ for drive roll m rotation ] is carried out, and the same rate by

setting a reference value to tave.

[0030] After the Nth mark detection (a drive roll m period eye or subsequent ones) (step 106), the bearer rate of a belt

is detected for every mark by operating pass time deltatn of each mark sequentially until a job stop signal is inputted

(step 111), and comparing with the average value tave which calculated pass time deltatn of each mark previously (step

110). And by giving this result to the belt mechanical component 8 for every mark, the rotational speed of a drive

motor can be controlled by real time, and highly precise speed control can be performed. If a job stop signal inputs,

rotation of a drive motor will be suspended (step 112).

[003 1] In this example, it asks for the average bearer rate of a belt first as mentioned above at a fixed period, for

example, the period which a belt carries out 1 round, and after it, the bearer rate of a belt is detected for every mark,

and rotation of a drive motor is controlled by real time. There is nothing with this being influenced of a dimensional

gap of equipment or periodic velocity turbulence, a drive motor can be correctly controlled at a high speed, and the

bearer rate of a belt can be made regularity.

[0032] In the above, the measuring time until it computes a reference value (criteria rate) was made into time amount

until a drive roll does m rotation (m is an integer) of. It is because the effect according [ the velocity turbulence on the

front face of a belt ] to the eccentricity of a drive roll in this is considered that the case where it is computed in the

period of the integral multiple of a drive roll is [ the mean velocity of the belt which originates in largest being a thing

and the generating period of other fluctuation factors being smaller than a drive roll rotation period, namely, should

serve as a criteria rate ] the closest to a predetermined rate. However, although the generating period of other

fluctuation factors is smaller than the rotation period of a drive roll, in not synchronizing with the rotation period of a

drive roll, naturally to the average, the error under the effect arises. Therefore, in order to improve the precision of the

average, as for the time amount which measures the average, it is desirable that they are the rotation period of a drive

roll, other factors, and the time amount that specifically serves as a common multiple with the rotation period of a

moderation machine, and to also enlarge time amount which serves as the common multiple further as much as

possible.

[0033] In the above, the measuring time until it computes a reference value is until the Nth mark is detected in fact not

from the time amount for m rotation of a drive roll but from conveyance initiation of a belt. In order to make this time

amount equal strictly with the time amount for m rotation of a drive roll, it is desirable to make the perimeter of a belt

and the perimeter of a drive roll into the integral multiple of the pitch of a mark.

[0034] In the [example 2] above-mentioned example 1, the frequency of detectable velocity turbulence, i.e., the

frequency response as a system which performs rate detection, is governed by the bearer rate Vb of a belt, and the pitch

L of the mark printed on the belt (refer to drawing 2 ). That is, since a test frequency Fm is Vb/L, a frequency response

Fr becomes less than [ 12 ] mostly (Vb/L). Therefore, when the bearer rate of a belt is a low speed, in order to maintain

sufficient frequency response, as shown in drawing 6 , the need of making pitch L' of the mark on a belt small comes

out. However, there is a limitation also in the pitch which can be printed. In such a case, if there is no ** only to the

standup signal of the output signal of a sensor and rate detection is performed also to a falling signal, as shown in

drawing 8 , since the number of samplings per unit time amount will double, a twice as many frequency response as

this is realizable. The mean time tave obtained in drawing 8 based on a standup signal is tave= ().

[
deltatl+deltat2+deltat3+] + Mean-time t'ave which serves as delta tN/N and is obtained based on a falling signal is

t'ave= (). [ deltat'l+deltat'2+deltat'3+] + Since it is set to deltat'N/N, compare the transit time delta tl and delta t2 of

a mark, and ... and the mean time tave which it started and were obtained based on the signal, and control a drive

motor. Transit time deltat'l, deltat'2, mean-time t'ave of a mark which were obtained based on the falling signal are

compared, and a drive motor is controlled.

[0035] In addition, although this invention was applied to the middle imprint belt 28 as shown in drawing 5 in the

above-mentioned example By developer 21a as shown in drawing 9 instead of what is limited to this In the location
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where the front face of photo conductor belt 1 8a is the same, yellow, a Magenta, cyanogen, Form a black toner image

in piles one by one, and a full color toner image is formed. Photo conductor belt 18a of the image formation equipment

of the method which imprints this full color toner image in a form 32, Form conveyance belt 18b as shown in drawing
10 is met., respectively A photo conductor 18, the electrification machine 19, image write-in equipment 20,

development counter 21b, Two or more independent image formation sections 36, 37, 38, and 39 equipped with the

imprint machine 22 and the cleaner 29 corresponding to each color are arranged. The sequential imprint of the toner

image of each color is carried out by each image formation sections 36, 37, 38, and 39 in the same location of the form

conveyed by form conveyance belt 18b. This invention is applicable also to form conveyance belt 18b of the image

formation equipment of the so-called tandem system with which a full color toner image is directly formed on a form.

That is, this invention is applicable to all image support belts, such as a form conveyance belt, a photo conductor belt,

and a middle imprint belt.

[0036]

[Effect of the Invention] By considering as the mean velocity the belt indicated the criteria at the time of detecting a

hair side of belt side rate to be to the time amount for the number rotation of drive rolls, the error which the set-up

criteria have from the first is offset, and exact rate detection can be realized. Therefore, by controlling a drive rate

based on this, a belt is conveyed at a uniform rate and a clear image without a color gap or concentration nonuniformity

can be obtained.

[Translation done.]
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